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Padma Shri & Padma Bhushan Dr. A. Sivathanu Pillai, Former Chief Controller (R&D), Defence 

Research and Development Organization and Founder of BrahMos Aerospace has delivered a 

Special Lecture to the students and faculty members of Ramco Institute of Technology, 

Rajapalayam on 18
th

 January 2019, Friday. Dr. Sivathanu Pillai is one of the prominent scientists 

of our country who worked under visionary leaders such as Prof. Satish Dhawan, Dr. Vikram 

Sarabhai and Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam. He is specialized in satellite launching vehicles, guided 

missiles and aerospace systems. He networked multiple institutions for the development of 

critical missile technologies and executed the realization of Agni, Nag, Prithvi and Akash. He is 

the founding CEO of BrahMos Aerospace, a joint venture of Russia and India. He is called as 

father of BrahMos for his immense contribution in the field. Government of India has honored 

him with Padma Shri and Padma Bhushan for his invaluable contribution in aerospace, missile 

and defence technologies. 

 



 He delivered a special lecture on the topic, ‘Technology Innovation –the sixth wave’ to 

the students of Ramco Institute of Technology, Rajapalayam. He presented history and 

development of missile technologies in India, hardships faced by the scientists, success stories 

etc. in detail. He emphasized the importance of innovative ideas in the development of new 

technologies. He advised the students to improve their innovative skills and mentioned the 

benefits of hardwork through his lifetime experiences and examples. When he answered a query 

from a student, he proudly said, ‘India is capable of making its own technologies for the 

development of the nation. She is self-sufficient in all terms’. He also said, ‘India is one of 

leading nations in the field of space technology which is competitive to the developed nations 

such as USA and Russia. Because of the indigenous developments, he expressed with 

enthusiasm that Indians will have the possibility of traveling to Moon in the near future. He 

suggested the students that they should develop their thinking abilities to innovate, learn new 

technologies such nanotechnology, artificial intelligence and contribute to the development of 

our nation.  

 

 The guest lecture was formally introduced by the Principal of the college, Dr.N.Jawahar 

in his welcome speech. He welcomed the chief guests, students and faculty members for the 

function. Mr. P. R. Venketrama Raja, Chairman of Ramco Group of Companies facilitated the 

chief guest Dr. Sivathanu Pillai with a shawl and a memento. Dr. Laxminarayan L. Raja, 

Professor of University of Texas at Austin, USA has also attended the function and said, ‘besides 

the grades, the students should have a true desire to learning’. The other dignitaries of the 

function were Shri. S.S. Ramachandra Raja, a governing council member Ramco Institute of 

Technology and Dr. N. Venkatraj, Principal, PACR Polytechnic College. The vice-principal of 

the college, Dr. S. Rajakarunakaran delivered vote of thanks at the end of the function. 


